Secure Everywhere

STAY SECURE

While the health of your workers remains a top priority, don’t forget about the health of your systems. Your organization needs to consider cyber security when rushing to provide remote capabilities for a large portion of your staff in short timeframes. Sentinel provides solutions across all areas of the NIST cyber security framework. Our Advisory consultants can assist in creating a “work from home” security policy. Protection, detection, and response is provided via technologies from Sentinel’s partnerships with global security leaders. Also, in the unfortunate event that your organization experiences a security breach, Sentinel Incident Response Services stand ready to help you recover critical assets to minimize both business loss and damage to your reputation.

- **IDENTIFY** – In an emergency situation, a work from home policy is more critical than ever. Sentinel Advisory Services answers the call with pre-built WFH policies rapidly adapted to your immediate needs.
- **PROTECT** – Sentinel’s mobility now bundles combine extended trial offers from leading partners with our experienced deployment experts to protect you today. Solutions for large-scale VPN connectivity, cloud hosted email security, user identity (MFA), and device posture (hygiene) combine with endpoint protection powered by heuristics and AI. Cloud security ensures your policy is enforced everywhere with category filtering, malware, and botnet blocking. It’s all powered by Cisco Talos, the world’s leading threat intelligence organization.
- **DETECT & RESPOND** – Combine protection solutions with Sentinel’s managed detection and response (MDR) for 24x7x365 monitoring. Powered by industry-leading Splunk technology, Sentinel security analysts investigate, notify, and respond to threats around the clock to ensure you can focus on the health of your business during uncertain times.
- **RECOVER** – Criminals know that now is a vulnerable time to strike. Nobody is impervious and when attackers succeed, Sentinel stands ready to recover your systems and help save your business and reputation. Sentinel Incident Response (IR) services are available 24x7x365 with a 15 minute initial engagement SLA and a proven process to minimize your losses and protect your reputation should a cyber incident occur. No matter how small or large of an incident, Sentinel is ready to respond!

HOW SENTINEL CAN HELP

Call Sentinel today for a mobility now package to meet your remote work needs. Sentinel can advise you on options available as well as evaluate current tools to help ensure you have a complete solution for your mobile workforce with rapid deployment services.

Secure your mobile workforce today! | 1.800.769.4343 | sentinel.com
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